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One of the most basic molecular photophysical processes is that of spin transitions and
intersystem crossing between excited states surfaces. The change in spin states affects the
spatial distribution of electron density through the spin orbit coupling interaction. The subsequent nuclear reorganization reports on the full extent of the spin induced change in electron
distribution, which can be treated similarly to intramolecular charge transfer with effective
reaction coordinates depicting the spin transition. Here, single-crystal [FeII(bpy)3](PF6)2,
a prototypical system for spin crossover (SCO) dynamics, is studied using ultrafast electron
diffraction in the single-photon excitation regime. The photoinduced SCO dynamics are
resolved, revealing two distinct processes with a (450 ± 20)-fs fast component and a (2.4 ±
0.4)-ps slow component. Using principal component analysis, we uncover the key structural
modes, ultrafast Fe–N bond elongations coupled with ligand motions, that deﬁne the effective
reaction coordinate to fully capture the relevant molecular reorganization.
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lectron spin is one of the most fundamental quantities
deﬁning the properties of molecules. In this regard, changes
in spin state have been extensively studied. A detailed
understanding of these processes is particularly important in the
development of advanced materials for applications from highspeed memory storage to light-harvesting materials1–5. Questions
remain on how spin state changes directly affect molecular
structures and dynamics. A proper theoretical description of this
process can only be achieved with a full relativistic treatment of
spin orbit coupling using the Dirac equation6,7. Within this
theoretical framework, it is possible to describe the experimentally derived Pauli exclusion principle and Hund’s rule8,9.
Microscopically, it is the ﬂuctuation of magnetic ﬁelds associated
with these relativistically correlated electron motions around the
nuclei that introduces the quantized unit of an oriented spin
state8,10. It is this intrinsic correlation through the magnetic ﬁelds
associated with electron spin that accounts for the relationship
between spin states and the spatial distribution of electron density
as stated in Hund’s rule. This fundamental relationship can be
directly probed in the study of structural changes of spin crossover (SCO) materials. SCO refers to a reversible phase transition
between a low-spin (LS) state and a high-spin (HS) state that can
be triggered by changes in pressure, temperature, and magnetic
ﬁelds, or by photoexcitation1–4. This change in spin states leads to
the associated change in electronic distribution across the molecule (Fig. 1), which is coupled in turn to a change in the nuclear
conﬁguration seeking the lowest potential energy structure related
to the spin-induced change in electron density (see the Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1)11,12. This nuclear
rearrangement to stabilize the change in electron distribution can
be mapped onto effective reaction coordinates7,11,13. These
nuclear motions in turn directly report on the changes in electron
distribution with changes in spin state. It is, therefore, possible to
gain a detailed understanding on how changes in spin states
affects the nuclear conﬁguration and the associated macroscopic
properties of a material by measuring ultrafast changes in its
molecular structure14,15.
In this regard, several SCO-active transition metal complexes
have been studied as prototypes for light harvesting since they can
convert light to chemical energy via photoinduced charge
separation2,16–20. A major challenge is to ﬁnd a SCO-active system centered on Earth-abundant iron (as opposed to elements in
the platinum group) that has sufﬁciently long excited-state
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lifetimes for promoting interfacial charge transfer for energy
storage16,19,20. This can be achieved to some extent by chemical
tailoring of the ligands and solvent to ﬁne-tune the relative energy
of metal-centered (MC) states relative to excited charge transfer
(CT) states via ligand-ﬁeld effects. Experimental and theoretical
investigations of the spin transitions involved in ultrafast intersystem crossing (ISC) between these electronic surfaces have
shown that the rate at which ISC occurs is not dictated solely by
the strength of spin-orbit coupling at the metal center17,18. To
understand the excited state dynamics, the precise nature of the
initially excited CT, ligand-centered (LC) or MC states needs to
be taken into account17,18. These details manifest themselves in
the relative energetics of the excited state potential energy surfaces for a given spin state. This information needs to be considered along with the spin-orbit coupling and FranckCondon (FC) weighted nuclear probabilities that determine the
transition probability between electronic surfaces to fully understand the dynamics and degree of structural rearrangements
involved in photoinduced SCO processes17,18. The design of
ligands to gain control over these spin dynamics and material
properties has become a research focus1,15,16,20,21, which further
illustrates the importance of understanding nuclear reorganization processes that stabilize spin transitions.
Towards the aforementioned goal, the mechanisms of photoinduced SCO have been extensively studied to understand the
multiple photophysical and structural processes that occur on the
femtosecond time scale2,16. A prototypical example is the cation
iron(II)-tris(bipyridine) ([FeII(bpy)3]2+) (Fig. 1b)2,22. The photophysics of the speciﬁc form [FeII(bpy)3](PF6)2 (BPY) have been
well characterized, making it ideal for probing the structural
rearrangements and correlations associated with the changes in
spin state. From X-ray12,15,22–25 and optical26,27 spectroscopies, it
is understood that upon light absorption the molecule is excited
from the LS singlet ground state into a metal-to-ligand charge
transfer (MLCT) manifold by transferring an electron from the
metal center to the ligands. It then relaxes nonradiatively via
internal conversion and ISC before arriving into a HS quintet
state as a vibrationally hot molecule17,18,23,25,26. Rapid intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) coupled to vibrational relaxation through energy exchange with the surrounding
lattice cools down this state until it eventually reaches a ﬁnal
fully-relaxed HS state17,18,25,26. However, the exact pathway with
respect to the nuclear motions leading to the nonradiative spin
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Fig. 1 SCO and schematic of the ultrafast electron diffraction setup. a Schematic electronic conﬁgurations for the SCO model system BPY following the
Pauli principle and Hund’s rules11. After the initial photoexcitation from the low spin (LS) state into the MLCT state, the system decays to the high spin (HS)
state through a number of intersystem crossings (ISC). b Schematic of the experimental beam interactions using variable time delays (Δt) to catch the
structural changes. The driving force is the change in electron density during SCO as shown in the ﬁgure. Single crystal BPY was investigated by
ultrafast electron diffraction in a pump-probe experiment with 400-nm excitation and 95 keV electron probe pulses. The time resolution achieved is
(270 ± 30) fs FWHM. Gray arrows show the changes in the nuclear conﬁguration. Red denotes positive values for the electron density differences during
SCO, and blue denotes the negative value for the electron density differences (see Supplementary Fig. 1).
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transitions and possible intermediate states remains a subject of
ongoing debate4,26.
The current interpretation of the structural dynamics of BPY is
based on information and extrapolation from other SCO systems
that can undergo a thermal LS–HS transition in addition to the
photoinduced one. A commonly studied reaction coordinate—the
ultrafast elongation of the metal–ligand bond—has been interpreted to be the key structural signature of SCO23,28–30. In BPY
and other SCO systems28,30–35, it has been proposed that this
nuclear motion is dynamically coupled to various structural distortions of the ligand. The potential nuclear motions leading to an
expanded HS molecule were ﬁrst discussed in an earlier timeresolved X-ray diffraction (TR-XRD) experiment36 and a number
of theoretical studies7,11,13,37. This nuclear reorganization has
since been directly observed by ultrafast electron diffraction
(UED) in the related SCO system, [FeII(PM-AzA)2](NCS)2 (PMAzA = N-2’-pyridyl-methylene-4-(phenyl-azo)) (AZA)38. We
note that BPY has been previously studied by TR-XRD39 but
under extremely high excitation ﬂuence and the results therein
are inconsistent with those from other works26,40–43. The issue of
the laser peak power used in exciting the sample is an important
consideration to ensure that the observed photoinduced dynamics
can be rationalized with respect to a well-deﬁned initial excited
state for SCO without multi-photon effects complicating the state
preparation.
The key missing information in understanding the photoinduced processes of SCO is how the atomic nuclei speciﬁcally
rearrange to stabilize the HS state, which directly probes the
nuclear reorganization that stabilizes the spin related changes in
electron distribution. This detail further determines the energetics
of the SCO process and the relative positions of the spin manifolds in potential energy space along the metal–ligand distance.
The dynamics of the process depend on the spin-orbit coupling
and Franck-Condon factors that are weighting the spin transition
and deﬁne the doorway modes between the LS and HS states.
Through the subsequent IVR process from the initial FC modes,
the system irreversibly undergoes transitions into the lower
energy HS manifold (see Supplementary Note 2). It is the change
in electron distribution associated with the spin transition that
drive the nuclear reorganization. Ideally, one would like to
determine these speciﬁc motions over the full extent of the
molecule to rigorously test theoretical concepts for controlling
spin dynamics and tailoring our ability to design molecular systems for real-world applications. In this regard, some previous
studies have investigated the role of ligands in photoinduced
SCO44,45. However, they were not able to directly study the
structural dynamics of the spatially extended cooperation
between the metal center and the surrounding ligands since this
structural information is not readily accessible using optical and
X-ray spectroscopic methods. This gap needs to be ﬁlled as ligand
substitution provides a convenient means to tune SCO processes
as well as test our understanding of the factors controlling spin
transitions.
In this work, we exploit the simultaneous femtosecond time
resolution and high structural sensitivity of UED14,38 to directly
observe the structural dynamics coupled to the spin transitions in
photoinduced SCO in single-crystal BPY, to provide the full
extent of the nuclear reorganization process. Electron diffraction
resolves the atomic positions of molecules by scattering electrons
off the Coulomb potentials of the nuclei to give full structural
details14. The time-resolved analogue based on pump-probe
protocols has opened up the study of atomic motions of photoinduced structural dynamics at the fundamental space-time
resolution limits needed to resolve the primary processes of
interest14,46–48. The important feature of the experiment in the
present context is that UED probes the ensemble average of all
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changes in interatomic distances within the unit cell; the observed
evolution of the Bragg peak intensities reﬂects correlated nuclear
motions driven by the photoinduced dynamics49. In this study,
nuclear motions along the SCO reaction coordinate for BPY
are directly observed. These motions can be classiﬁed into 4
key reaction modes, which go beyond the expected ultrafast
metal–ligand bond elongation. This work establishes a detailed
picture of the causal relationship between the electronic spin
dynamics of the molecular system and the coordinating ligands.
We discuss this coupling between spin and nuclear degrees of
freedom at the atomic level by comparing BPY results to those of
AZA, rationalizing these differences in terms of the nonradiative
relaxation processes and ligand-induced symmetry effects. It is
these forces at play that are ultimately related to Hund’s rule in
seeking lower energy high spin states.
Results
Electron diffraction patterns and structural dynamics. The
static diffraction pattern of single-crystal BPY at 300 K is shown in
Fig. 2a. The experimental difference diffraction pattern observed
at +5 ps and at +100 ps after photoexcitation (Fig. 2b, c) are
compared to the simulated difference diffraction pattern from the
structure factors evaluated from the LS and the HS structures
(Fig. 2d). The initial LS ground-state structure is obtained from Xray diffraction data50 whereas the HS one is generated from our
structural model37 (see Supplementary Note 3).
In most previous UED studies14,38,47, the phase transitions of
interest could be activated both thermally and optically. Since the
thermal and photoinduced states are known to be nearly identical
with respect to their spectral features and other properties14,38,47,
the thermally induced structure is used as the reference for
determining the time-dependent evolution of atomic coordinates
from the ground to photoinduced structural changes. In the case
of SCO, this prior knowledge of the excited state structure can
conﬁrm that the observed evolution of the Bragg peak intensities
is due to photoinduced SCO. However, this approach is not
possible for BPY since its HS state cannot be thermally populated
due to its much higher required internal energy relative to the LS
ground state. To solve this problem, the reference structure of the
photoexcited state is determined by means of a statistical
correlation analysis50, in combination with ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD) calculations37 to project out the key motions
in the evolution from the LS to HS structure (see Supplementary
Note 3). We treat the system independent of the lattice, which has
been shown to be an excellent approximation. Femtosecond
transient absorption spectroscopy studies of the ultrafast
dynamics of photoinduced SCO in single-crystal BPY are found
to be nearly identical to that in the solution phase27,41. In both
phases, the photoexcited state remains localized; the extremely
fast spin transitions and associated dephasing processes limit the
prospect of exciton formation such that the dynamics in the
single crystal are similar to that of the isolated molecules in
solution.
It is known from static crystallographic studies that BPY has a
highly symmetric crystal structure50. In the presented analysis,
four key structural modes (Fe–N bond elongation (ξ1), Fe–ligand
elongation (ξ2), Fe–N rotation (ξ3), and Fe–ligand rotation (ξ4))
are selected to model the structural dynamics of SCO. Their
selection was inferred from previous studies to avoid chemically
unreasonable structures28,37,38. A model is thus constructed to
map the known structural changes between the LS and HS states
in solution to those in the single crystal, allowing for a
parameterized reconstruction of the evolution of the BPY crystal
structure under photoexcitation (see Supplementary Note 3 and
Supplementary Table 1). Motion of the PF6 counterions are not
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Fig. 2 Electron diffraction patterns. a Data measured at room temperature
(T = 300 K) for the ground state low spin structure. b Signal induced by
photoexcitation, measured after 5-ps time delay. c Signal induced by
photoexcitation, measured after 100-ps time delay. d Difference between
low spin ground state structure determined from X-ray diffraction and
high spin structure from our calculation. The colored circles present several
selected pairs of Bragg peaks. The positive changes in the intensity of
Bragg spots is shown in blue, and the negative changes in the intensity of
Bragg spots are shown in red.

included as these moieties occupy positions of high symmetry in
the unit cell; activation of such modes would generate symmetrybreaking changes to the diffraction pattern (resulting in appearances or disappearances of Bragg peaks) that have not been
observed in the UED data. From this model, a HS crystal
structure and accompanying structure factors are generated (see
Supplementary Table 2). In Fig. 2d, a simulated difference
diffraction pattern between the known LS and simulated HS
states in the single crystal is shown. In comparison with Fig. 2b,
an approximate match can be made between the experimentally
measured intensity changes and the simulated ones. Furthermore,
the excitation conditions in the present work are within the linear
single-photon regime, in a manner consistent with those in
previous studies of photoinduced SCO in BPY26,41. We conclude
that the observed ultrafast changes in Bragg peak intensity herein
represent direct structural signatures of photoinduced SCO.
Short-time evolution of Bragg peak intensity. The photoinduced structural dynamics observed by UED are depicted in
Fig. 3. The time traces of prominent Bragg peaks are plotted on
the short time scale (from −5 ps to +20 ps) in Fig. 3a. They can
be globally and robustly ﬁt to a biexponential function, with a
(450 ± 20)-fs fast component and a (2.4 ± 0.4)-ps slow component
(Fig. 3b), as opposed to a monoexponential one. The biexponential character is particularly apparent when the time dependence is considered over several diffraction orders. For some
Bragg peaks, a monoexponential description is adequate; this
simply suggests that the fast and slow components of the
underlying biexponential dynamics contribute to different Bragg
peaks to varying degrees. Indeed, the time trace of the Bragg peak
(1 3 3) is particularly representative of the biexponential nature of
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Fig. 3 Photoinduced evolution of Bragg spots intensity. a Short-time
relative change in the intensity of select Bragg spots from t = −7 to 20 ps.
b Global ﬁtting of Bragg spots to show biexponential ﬁt and monoexponential
ﬁt of relative intensity changes. c These intensity changes of the Bragg peaks
are best modeled as a biexponential, with a (450 ± 23)-fs fast component
and a (2.4 ± 0.4)-ps slow component. The solid lines represent the global
ﬁtting of the evolution of the intensity of the selected Bragg spots.

the observed dynamics; it consists of a rapid decrease followed by
a gradual increase in intensity. The plateau observed between +5
ps and +20 ps is indicative of the formation of the ﬁnal fullyrelaxed photoinduced HS state. Further supporting discussions
are found in Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Note 5
wherein the biexponential ﬁt in this BPY work is contrasted with
the monoexponential ﬁt in the previous UED work that studied
the AZA molecular system (see Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 3).
Molecular movie presented by four structural dynamics
groups. Here, a time-dependent map of the molecular motions
that occur during the SCO processes in BPY is obtained by the
aforementioned parameterized structure model14,48. Each of the
four parameters—ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4—deﬁnes a motion and a group of
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panels of Fig. 4b. In this manner, we have resolved the complete
ultrafast structural dynamics of the BPY molecule as it undergoes
SCO following photoexcitation. Uniquely, this analysis does not
rely on knowing the crystal structure of the HS excited state;
instead, it works by sampling a sufﬁciently large volume of possible conﬁguration spaces in these four reaction coordinates
independently to resolve distinct dynamics with potentially different time constants14,48.
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Fig. 4 Molecular movie presented by four structural dynamics groups.
a BPY molecule with four structural dynamics groups. b Time-dependence
of the reﬁned reaction coordinates of the four structural dynamics group.
The solid lines represent the global ﬁtting of the evolution of the four
structural dynamics groups. These four key structural dynamics groups are
selected to present the full structural dynamics of SCO Fe–N bond
elongation ξ1, Fe–ligand elongation ξ2, Fe–N rotation ξ3, and Fe–ligand
rotation ξ4, based on the previous structural studies of SCO. For each time
point measured in the UED experiment, a least square ﬁtting routine is used
to ﬁnd the optimal set of parameters of reaction coordinates that would
best match the observed changes in diffraction intensity.

atoms, which are subjected to the forces involved with the spin
induced change in electron distribution (see Fig. 4a and Supplementary Note 6). Collectively, they allow for the observed
structural dynamics to be decomposed into motions leading from
the LS to HS crystal structures. In this analysis, a large variety of
candidate structures can be generated in conﬁguration space of
the molecule by varying each of the four parameters independently. For each of these candidate structures, a set of structure
factors is calculated and compared with those experimentally
observed by UED at each time delay. Using the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient as a measure of ﬁt robustness, the molecular
structure of the photoexcited state as a function of time is
effectively recovered in the form of the optimized time-dependent
coordinates ξ(t) = (ξ1(t), ξ2(t), ξ3(t), ξ4(t)), as seen in the four

Discussion
Globally ﬁtting the four independent structure parameters yielded
the same two time constants ((450 ± 20) fs and (2.4 ± 0.4) ps). This
suggests that the underlying atomic displacements are coupled,
highly correlated motions within the time resolution of our UED
measurements. The sub-picosecond component in Fig. 3c is
attributed to a combination of Fe–N bond elongation (ξ1) and
ligand torsion (ξ2 ⊕ ξ3 ⊕ ξ4). In another SCO complex, such
motions have been previously reported with similar sub-picosecond
time constants, 160 fs and 250 fs respectively, and were observed to
start immediately upon photoexcitation28. Given the (270 ± 30)-fs
instrument response time of the present UED setup, such temporal
differences would not be resolved. The slower 2.4-ps component is
herein assigned to molecular reorganization during the IVR and
vibrational cooling leading process to the ﬁnal fully-relaxed HS
structure. This reorganization has been described in the literature28
and was observed to be coupled with other motions19. However,
such restructuring is observed directly as distinct atomic motions in
this work. Furthermore, the time constant reported here is in
agreement with the vibrational cooling timescales previously
described for [FeII(bpy)3]3+ in solution and the single crystal26,41.
During the relaxation phase, energy is redistributed to the lattice
and other BPY low frequency modes before arrival to the fully
relaxed HS excited state structure.
The reaction coordinates represent relative atomic motions from
the initial LS state (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) = (2.0 Å, 3.3 Å, 82°, 82°) toward our
simulated ﬁnal HS state (2.2 Å, 3.5 Å, 85°, 85°). Overall, the Fe–N
bonds have undergone a cumulative 0.2 Å elongation and 3° rotation. At the plateau associated with the photoinduced HS state
(between +5 ps and +20 ps), the optimized values are: (2.19 ±
0.04 Å, 3.47 ± 0.04 Å, 84.9 ± 0.1°, 84.5 ± 0.1°) (see Supplementary
Table 3). The ﬁrst relaxation process is found to be comprised of an
initial 0.15-Å and 2.2° change in the Fe–N bond lengths (ξ1) and
angles (ξ3) respectively during the 450-fs ultrafast step. A further
0.05-Å elongation and 0.8° rotation of the same parameters can be
observed during the subsequent IVR and vibrational cooling to the
ﬁnal fully relaxed HS structure. The ligand distances (ξ2) and angles
(ξ4) to the central Fe(II) atom change by only 0.1 Å and 1.4°
respectively during the ﬁrst ultrafast step, with additional changes of
0.07 Å and 1.1° during the latter phases. These results are schematically shown in Fig. 5a.
The present observations of single-crystal BPY show that the
local Fe–N bond motions are similar to those previously reported
in solution37, while those of the ligands are different. We postulate that the latter is caused by the small unit cell of the LS state
and the resulting chemical pressure from neighboring unit cells,
which would inhibit reorganization of the photoexcited molecule51. Here, the ligands are observed to move simultaneously
with the initial Fe–N bond elongations, and eventually expand to
a volume that is ~20% smaller than that found in solution37. The
net motions lead to lattice expansion which would experience a
barrier to displacement from the lattice minimum determined by
the surrounding unexcited molecules. In addition, the relative
expansion of the ligand shell is smaller than the local Fe–N bond
elongation in the initial ultrafast step; this gives a curved trajectory in the space deﬁned by Fe–N motion and ligand motions (see
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the proposed reaction pathway. a For BPY, photoexcitation is followed by radiationless spin transitions. The
vibrationally hot high spin state has a narrow Fe–N bond distribution, which is impulsively displaced within 450 fs. It vibrationally cools inside the high spin
state within 2.4 ps. b For AZA, the ligand structural rearrangement is statistically distributed during IVR, resulting in a broader distribution of structures,
which narrows over 2.3 ps as IVR activates ligand motions and further molecular reorganization.

Fig. 5a). Given that the ligands in BPY (2-2’-bipyridine) are much
smaller, more rigid, and highly symmetrical in comparison with
those of many other Fe(II) compounds (e.g., AZA), we postulate
that the initial motions of ligands in SCO compounds with larger,
more ﬂexible ligands would be smaller, involve more nuclear
degrees of freedom, and be spatially more distributed through
IVR processes. The relaxation to the minimum in the HS state, in
this case, is observed to be dominated by vibrational cooling
processes to localize the net nuclear motions that map on to the
HS potential surface.
As depicted in Fig. 5, we observe markedly different structural
dynamics for BPY than in our previous UED study of another Fe
(II)-based SCO compound, AZA38. In the latter case, the
observed evolution of Bragg peak intensity followed a monoexponential decay behavior with a 2.3-ps time constant; this is
fully described by structural dynamics wherein all motions—the
Fe–N bond elongations, ligand butterﬂy motions, and local unit
cell expansions—are coupled. The relevant process on this
timescale is the relaxation of the vibrationally hot HS molecules
via IVR and vibrational cooling through energy exchange with the
surrounding lattice, leading to a narrowing of the Fe–N bondlength distribution. In contrast, a biexponential decay is observed
in BPY. The slower 2.4-ps time constant is very similar to that
observed in AZA and is assigned to a similar vibrational cooling
process to arrive at the ﬁnal fully relaxed HS structure.
It is important to note that the potential energy surfaces of the
excited states and subsequent radiationless spin transition
dynamics of BPY and AZA are similar but not identical26,29,41
due to their differing ligand-ﬁeld strength. Following the arrival
of the BPY molecule onto the HS state surface, the initial Fe–N
bond distribution is narrower than that of AZA upon similar
photoexcitation, and evolves in a more coherent manner, as
observed by X-ray spectroscopies26,30,40. The number of lowfrequency modes (of which there are many more in AZA than in
BPY), the total number of degrees of freedom, and the symmetry
of the ligands are important during the vibrational cooling
process13,19,52. The delocalized low-frequency modes of BPY and
AZA have been calculated using TD-DFT53 (details in Supplementary Note 7). The Fe–N bond elongation corresponds to a breathing mode of the Fe–N bond at ~150 cm−126. Supplementary
6

Fig. 4 shows the calculated normal modes in the frequency range
from 0 to 400 cm−1 for three SCO molecules: BPY, AZA, and
[FeII(phen)2](NCS)2 (phen = 1,10-phenanthroline) (PHEN).
PHEN is an SCO complex where the ligands are of a size in
between those of BPY and AZA, and it has previously been
compared to BPY26. While BPY and PHEN have a similar
number of low-frequency modes (29 and 30, respectively), AZA
has almost twice the number of low-frequency modes (49),
reﬂecting its larger size and lower symmetry. It is this difference
that gives rise to the broader distribution of displacements
observed in AZA during nuclear reorganization.
Additionally, the ligands of BPY are centrosymmetric while
those of AZA are of a lower symmetry; this results in strong
coupling to only a few degenerate bath modes during the ISC
crossing via FC active modes. Consequently, this difference leads
to a more statistically averaged relaxation process in AZA that
localizes the principal nuclear motions on the vibrational cooling
time scale. As such, the structural changes associated with the ISC
process of BPY are more strongly correlated, less spatially distributed, and could be observed by UED with the additional time
constant of 450 fs. The difference in molecular reorganization
processes between AZA and BPY can be further explained as the
result of the signiﬁcantly different HS potential energy surfaces.
This difference manifests itself as distinct starting points for
ISC and relative degrees of anharmonic coupling between the
vibrational modes deﬁning the nuclear reorganization pathways
in the two cases. In this light, we have observed the coupling
between the photoexcited electronic spin dynamics of the metal
center and the coordinating ligands by direct observation of the
nuclear reorganization using UED in conjunction with electronic
information from X-ray spectroscopy work to assign the spin
states involved (see Supplementary Discussion 1).
The complete structural dynamics associated with photoinduced SCO in single-crystal BPY have been directly characterized using UED. The changes in Bragg peak intensity display
a global biexponential behavior that is attributed to coupled
motions of the Fe–N bond and the ligands activated during SCO.
Correlated bond elongation and dephasing of localized vibrational modes are assigned to the fast time constant. Then, a
slower nuclear reorganization during vibrational cooling towards
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the potential minimum of the HS state, is reﬂected in additional
motion in the atomic coordinates. By modeling four key structural dynamical groups (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4), the complete structural
dynamics of the photoinduced LS–HS transition are resolved. The
ultrafast Fe–N bond elongation and further molecular reorganization suggested by previous indirect measurements are now
observed with atomic resolution on the femtosecond timescale.
These motions project out the molecular reorganization driven by
transitions to different electronic surfaces and the spin correlated
changes in the electron distribution. In this respect, it is noteworthy that the observed and relatively localized changes in
nuclear conﬁguration map onto the expected changes in electron
density (Fig. 1b). Such changes in molecular structure towards the
ﬁnal fully relaxed HS state reﬂect the effects of spin on the
electron correlation energies that lead to the occupation of the Fe
(II) metal-centered half-ﬁlled d6 antibonding orbitals of BPY—a
direct observation of Hund’s rule9 in action.
Methods
UED experiment. The excitation conditions used in our UED experiments are
calibrated to be consistent with those applied in a previous study on single crystal
[FeII(bpy)3](PF6)2 using femtosecond optical spectroscopy41. Pump pulses centered
at 400 nm are used with a low pump ﬂuence of 5.12 mJ cm−2 (or 85 GW cm−2) to
excite the sample within the single-photon regime26,41. This ﬂuence is the linear
range of the ﬂuence dependent measurement. The excitation fraction is estimated
to be 34% based on X-ray data50 and transient absorption measurements15,41. The
repetition rate is set to 50 Hz to allow full recovery of the sample from the excited
state back to the LS ground state and to avoid accumulated heat in the sample
(see Supplementary Method for more details on experimental conditions). In this
time resolved electron diffraction experiment, a 95-keV hybrid DC-RF electron
diffraction setup is used to study the ultrafast atomic motion during the photoinduced phase transitions. The electron pulses were set to be 7 × 104 electrons per
pulse with a spot size of (100 ± 20)-μm diameter at the sample position, a repetition
rate of 50 Hz, and 0.3% electron pulse shot to shot brightness stability. The
instrument response function duration of the UED system has been measured to be
(270 ± 30) fs FWHM by multiple methods14,54. Several techniques are applied to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio; these include improving the quality of the diffraction patterns by varying sample thickness and crystal orientation. Ultramicrotomy was used to cleave the single-crystal BPY to ~150 nm, after optimizing
the thickness in order to obtain the best excitation fraction and signal-to-noise
ratio. The crystals are then picked from the water surface with a Cu 200-mesh TEM
grid coated with amorphous carbon. The orientation of the sample has been
indexed to be (2 1 0).
Theory. TD-DFT as implemented in the Gaussian 09 package (Gaussian 09, 2009)53
was used for obtaining the natural transition orbitals (NTO) of the LS and HS state of
[FeII(PM-AzA)2(NCS)2], [FeII(bpy)3](PF6)2, and [FeII(phen)2(NCS)2] starting from
geometry-optimized molecules with the B3LPY/LanL2DZ hybrid functional–basis set.
Figure 1b shows the electron density difference during the SCO processes. Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the calculated low frequency modes of three SCO systems.

Data availability
All raw images and source data are available from the authors upon reasonable request.
The crystallographic coordinates for structures reported in this study have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), under deposition
numbers 1972572 (excited high spin state structure calculated from X-ray data and
structural model) and 1972373 (excited high spin state structure reﬁned from ultrafast
electron diffraction data). These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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